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Executive Summary
The project aimed to improve adolescent girls’ transition to and retention in secondary
schools, make girls attendance in school more regular and to improve learning outcomes
amongst girls as measured by mathematical skills, English comprehension skills and the
local language, Gujarati
The specific objectives of the project were to:
•
•
•

Raise awareness of the adolescent girls, their parents and community members
about the socio and economic gains of secondary education.
Provide parents with information and support in overcoming barriers that prevent
many of their daughters from continuing on to secondary school
Enhance communication and interaction between girls, their parents and their
teachers, using cell phone technology.

The project was an Action Research Project designed by Population Council, New Delhi.
CHETNA was contacted by Population Council to be an implementation partner for the
project. They provided guidance and monitored the project activities. They also did the
baseline and end-line surveys. Apart from the field implementations CHETNA supported
Population Council in the translation of the survey tools and helped during facilitation of
the field investigators trainings.
Navjeevan Trust, Surendranagar was invited by CHETNA to conduct day to day activities
in the 45 villages in close collaboration with CHETNA. They extended their support for the
implementation of the village level activities. CHETNA provided technical support to
Navjeevan Trust and also monitor the activities at village level.
Another partner of the project was Awaz De; they provided support for using cell phone
technology.
The activities at the village level were initiated by seeking permission from the Education
department which was challenging. Meetings were organized with the district and the state
level officials to seek their permission
CHETNA team named the project as “SANKLAP” meaning resolution or Oath.
Adolescent Girls agree to complete their Secondary Education and their Parents take a
decision of making their daughters complete their Secondary education.
The project activities were implemented in 45 villages of four blocks of Surendranagar
district of Gujarat state. As per the initial plan the project was to be implemented in 25
villages of three blocks of Surendranagar district. But at the end of the baseline survey
conducted by Population Council it was found that the number of girls were fewer than
earlier estimated. It was therefore decided to increase the count of villages from 25 to 45.
Population Council, CHETNA and Navjeevan Trust met regularly to review the project
activities. Role of each organization was decided for implementation and monitoring of the
activities. Monthly activity plan was jointly prepared and discussed with Navjeevan trust.
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There were four categories of activities to be implemented during the project period.
•
•

•
•

•

Train School Management Committee members to effectively play their role of
monitor the education quality in the primary school.
Organise adolescent girls studying in 7th and 8th standards and train them to
motivate their own friend’s parents to continue their primary education and get
admission in secondary school and complete the same.
Increase communication between adolescent girls, parents and teachers by use of
Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS)
Organise village level activities to mobilise important stakeholders and community
as a whole to admit girls in secondary school and retain them including organising
safe transport
Train teachers of secondary school to create an enabling learning environment in the
school.

There were 53 School Management Committees (SMCs) in project implementation area.
Training design to train these members was developed and finalised after incorporating
suggestions from Population Council New Delhi and M V Foundation Hyderabad. Total 20
training workshops were organized during which 441members were trained.
Adolescent girls were envisaged as change agents in the programme. These girls were
continuously motivated to participate and organize various activities in the village to
promote girls’ education. In each village, adolescent girls were organised as a group.
Training design to train these groups was finalised. A total of nine training workshops were
organized and during which 425 girls were trained.
Post SMC trainings, regular meetings of the SMC were organised and parents/teacher
meetings were also organised in all the villages. Adolescent girls also met regularly every
month in all the villages to plan different activities and discuss their challenges especially
related to motivating parents of other girls. They initiated taking help of the SMC members
to solve their problems.
One of the project objectives was to enhance communication and interaction between girls,
their parents and their teachers by using cell phone technology IVRS to enable more
accountability for girl’s education. Specific education messages emphasising on girl’s
retention in school, safe transportation, regular schooling, gender discrimination, economic
returns were drafted by CHETNA team members. The messages were reviewed and edited
by Population Council team members and enriched by Dr Leela Visaria, National Professor
and Former Director, Gujarat Institute of Development Research and CHETNA’s Governing
Council Member. Awaz De being the technical partner for cell phone technology helped
CHETNA in recording the prompts for IVRS.
The messages were recorded by the group of professional working with Akashwani
Ahmedabad, and audio files were uploaded in Awaz De software.
Orientation of the community level stakeholders was done by field team for the use of IVRS.
Information brochure was designed in pictorial form which helped team members in
orientation of stakeholders. The implementation of IVRS faced challenges related to
technology and socio-cultural aspects.
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Several Field level activities were done including Video film screening, Mobile Educational
Vans were sent to all the 45 villages to promote and discuss importance of Girl education
with parents and village leaders. Wall paintings were organized by the field team members.
CHETNA developed range of communication material which was used during the
campaign activities.

The Department of Education did not give permission to organise training for the primary
teachers training as a result of which a training could not be organised during the project
period.
Enrolment of the girls in secondary school was important task for the team members post
June 2014. Efforts were made for the admission in secondary school. Individual house hold
visits and counselling of the parents was done.
Department of Education, Government of Gujarat had organized Shala Praveshotsav in
villages for increasing the enrolment of students in schools. The Shala Praveshotsav was
aimed at ensuring a 100% enrolment in primary schools. Navjeevan field team, some SMC
members and adolescent girls of Adolescent Group participated in various activities of Shala
Praveshotsav.
The project was to establish a mechanism for safe transportation for adolescent girls’ to
schools. The villages were identified by the field workers and meetings were organised.
During the project period arrangements could be made feasible only in three villages. In
other villages it was not feasible due to various reasons like: Non availability of the vehicle,
poor condition of vehicle, vehicle owner also looked at financial viability and were not
ready to transport less number of girls were some of the reasons.
Regular monitoring visits were organized by Population Council team to review the field
level implementation and provide technical guidance to CHETNA team members.
Ms Kasa and Mr David from Human Dignity Foundation and Ms Dipa Nag Choudhary,
Deputy Director from Mac Arthur Foundation visited the project area and provided their
valuable insights to the project.
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Population Council had developed a well organized MIS to track the field level activities
and assess the project progress. Team was trained on the forms and given hands on practice
during the capacity building workshop.
The project implementation brought forward various challenges and also its solutions. It
was indeed a wonderful learning experience. While Population Council is in process of
finalising the survey results CHETNA is confident to see the significant changes at the field
level in terms of:
¾ Parent’s awareness on the importance of the girl’s education,
¾ Strengthen role of SMC members and
¾ Increase retention of girls in secondary schools.
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About the Project
Context
Despite government commitment to universalise secondary education, there are still very
few young people who have transitioned to and have successfully completed secondary
education in India.
In 2005-06, 32% of young women and 42% of young men, aged 18-24 had completed Class
10, the final year of (lower) secondary school. There are various socio-economic aspects
pressurising families who prevent girls to complete secondary education.
Reasons that obstruct girls from enrolling for secondary education are:
•
•
•
•

Low literacy rate among the parents
Lack of exposure or low or non-existent communication between parents and their
children
Low self-esteem of girls discourages them to continue education
At the community level, stakeholders are not sensitised or motivated enough to
encourage the families to promote education of girls.

It is therefore critical to mobilise communities, specifically parents, in encouraging girls to
transition to and successfully complete secondary education. It would be important to
engage parents towards their daughters' education. They need to overcome perceived
obstacles and structural barriers that inhibit their ability to provide secondary education to
their daughters.
The SANKALP project was designed to achieve the goal to improve adolescent girls’
transition to and retention into secondary schools:
•
•
•

Increase girls' transition to secondary school, this is measured by transition from
class 7thto8thand from class 8thto9threspectively.
Make girls' attendance in school more regular compared to that detected at the
baseline
Improve learning outcomes amongst girls; this is measured by mathematical skills
and comprehension of English and the local language, Gujarati.

Specific Objectives
•

Raise awareness levels of adolescent girls, their parents and other community
members about the economic and social returns to secondary education for
adolescent girls and strengthen parents' commitment to secondary education for
their daughters

•

Provide parents with information and support in overcoming barriers that prevent
many of their daughters from continuing on to secondary school.
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•

Enhance communication and interaction between girls, their parents and their
teachers, using cell phone technology among other communication means, to enable
more accountability for girls' education.

Focus area
•

Mobilising communities especially parents in encouraging girls to transition to and
successfully completing secondary education

Geographical area
•

45 villages of Lakthar, Chuda, Muli and Dasada block of Surendranagar district,
Gujarat State, India.

The project focused on following members of community during the project period
•
•
•
•
•

Adolescent girls studying in 7th8th and 9th standard
Parents of adolescent girls studying in 7th8th and 9thstandard
Teachers of primary and secondary schools
Village leaders and Panchayat members
School Management Committee Members

Collaborative Partners
•

Population Council, New Delhi was the core agency for this action research project.
They have developed the concept for this project, and have monitored and evaluated
the project activities along with providing technical guidance.

•

CHETNA was responsible for implementing the project activities.
o

Navjeevan Trust Rajkot was the field level partners to implement project
activities.

•

Awaz De, Ahmedabad provided support to CHETNA in using cell phone
technology.

•

M V Foundation, Hyderabad was a consulting partner that helped in designing
effective parental and community mobilization strategies.

•

Department of Primary and Secondary Education extended due permissions and
support in implementing the project activities.

The experience related to the project is narrated under following headings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Seeking Permission from the Education Department.
Partnership and Capacity Building
Baseline survey
Getting Acquainted about the Reality
Capacity building of the SMC members
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

1

Post Training SMC Meetings
Formation of Adolescent Girls Groups
Capacity building of Adolescent Girls Group
Parents - Teachers Meetings
Interactive Voice Response System IVRS
Community level Activities
Enrolment Drive
Monitoring and Information System (MIS)
Developing and Designing Communication Material
Safe Transport Facility
Challenges
Conclusion

Seeking permission from Education Department:

School Management Committees formed by the Government of Gujarat in the primary
schools is a one of the key stakeholders for the project. It is expected that they will
motivate and encourage parents and communities to support the adolescent girls’ to
complete secondary education. It is therefore important to ensure formal involvement of
the SMC members and teachers in implementation of these activities.
After several meetings at the state and district levels with primary and secondary
education department officials by CHETNA team, written consent was received from
district level. At state level contacts were initiated with Mr C.V SOM (IAS) Commissioner
School &Mid-Day Meals and Mr E P Desai, Joint Director-Secondary Education. At the
district level Mr Jayesh Pandya District Education Officer (DEO) and Mr Parghi, District
Primary Education Officer, Surendranagar were contacted. CHETNA team received
approval from primary education department in August 2013.

2

Partnership and Capacity Building

Navjeevan Trust was the implementation partner for the day to day field level activities.
Navjeevan Trust is a Rajkot based NGO working in field of Education, Health and
Vocational Trainings. They also had their work involvements in Surendranagar.
Considering their field presence in the villages of Surendranagar, CHETNA partnered
with Navjeevan for field implementation.
Initially the project was to be implemented in 25 villages of four blocks of Surendranagar
district. Later on during the baseline survey due to unavailability of the adolescent girls
in standard 7th 8th and 9th, implementation villages increased from 25 to 45 villages.
Navjeevan Trust recruited additional 5 field staff, each staff to work in five villages. Later
on due to increase in number of villages nine field staff were recruited and overall one
Project Coordinator was recruited to monitor and guide the field team.
CHETNA and Population Council jointly organized orientation meeting with the partners
including Awaz De. Navjeevan Field office at Surendranagar was used as the project
office.
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CHETNA organized capacity building workshop for three days for Navjeevan team to
enhance their communication skills and improve their programmatic understanding.
The objectives of the training were:
•
•
•
•

To orient SANKLAP team on the proposed activities under SAKLAP project
To orient SANKLAP team on monthly monitoring forms
To build skills of the team members with focus on communication skills and
negotiation skills and mobilising parents and communities
To develop action plan with team for the project period (February-August, 2014)

Outcome of the training:
•
•

•
•
•
•

There was detailed discussion on the project objectives and the activities planned
under the project
It was emphasised repetitively that, since the project is Randomized Control Trial
(RCT), there should be uniformity in the implementation of the activities across 45
villages.
The team members were equipped with the communication and negotiation
skills with the help of structured exercises
The monitoring forms ( C) was discussed in detail and filled forms A and B on the
SMC and AG trainings were collected from the field workers
Review of the project activities was done and planning of the activities with SMC
members, Adolescent Group and School was done separately.
Navjeevan team visited CHETNA office and interacted with other team members.

Similarly Awaz De helped CHETNA to set up IVRS, orientated and trained team
members on software and helped in recording of the educational messages for the project.
Population Council regularly provided technical guidance to the team members as a
when required.
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3
Baseline Survey
The tool, designed by the Population Council would be used to gather the baseline data.
CHETNA helped Population Council in translation of the tools in regional language.
Field investigators for the baseline survey were trained by Population Council at
CHETNA Ahmedabad. CHETNA team members assisted them in facilitating the
trainings in Gujarati and organizing field visit for practice session. For the baseline
survey, the following tools were to be administered at the field level. These included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4

House hold listing form
House hold survey consent form
FGD guidelines for parents
School questionnaire
Adolescents consent form
Adolescents minor consent form
Girls questionnaire

Getting Acquainted about the Reality

Though the process of the implementation started early in July 2013, the team members
could not start field level activities till October 2013, as the base line survey was not
completed during that period.
To start with the field level activities, the field team was asked to collect following from the
village designated to them
9 List of the girls studying in standard in 7th8th and 9th standard along with the phone
numbers of their parents or guardians.
9 List of the primary and secondary schools along with the school phone number,
principal and school contact details.
9 List of the SMC from each school
9 Listing primary stakeholders such as local leaders, Panchayat members etc
It took almost two months for the team members to complete the entire process. The list
prepared by the team members was shared with Population Council to rule out any
discrepancies in the name and phone numbers.
Once the listing of the adolescent girls was done, team members made individual household
visits to orient parents and girls about the project activities.
Similarly SMC members were met personally and oriented about the intervention.
District and Block level officials from the Education department were also contacted for
collecting the school lists and also they were briefed about the project intervention. It helped
team members to create rapport with them and seek their support in implementation of field
level activities.
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Notes from the field
Initially CHETNA team received calls from the Sarpanch inquiring why the investigators
are collecting information about their girls. The team had to assure them it is for the
development purpose.

5. Capacity Building of the School Management Committee (SMC)
Members
One of the crucial aspects of the SANKALP Project was the capacity building of the School
Management Committee (SMCs) that were formed under the Right to Education Act. The
SMCs were present in the designated 45 villages.
Brief about SMC:
The SMC has 12 members of which 9 members have to be from the community. Of these 9 at
least (50% indicated in the GR) have to be women. The rest of the committee have one
member from the local Gram Panchayat / Nagar Shikshan Committee, one teacher amongst
the teachers, a local educationist – who could be a parent and the local mason either from
the village or from nearby village.
The duties of the SMC would be:
• Monitor School Functioning
• Be responsible for the school development plan
• Monitor the grants received
• Ensure attendance of the children
• Address all violations – such as physical punishment and mental torture, ban on
entry, non-payment of financial assistance on time etc.
• Monitor Mid-Day Meal
• Prepare the income and expenditure statement
• Monitor construction
• Appoint / remove manager, cook and helper of the Mid Day Meal
(Ref: www.mhrd.gov.in)
Notes from the field
We began making visits to the villages in the month of August 2013. Basically, we had 45 villages
where implementation was planned. The starting group was the School Management Committee
(SMC).
The ground situation was intriguing. There was an SMC in all the 45 villages. The Presidents’ of
these SMCs were mostly men (few were women), those who knew about the SMC they were the
Presidents/Secretary. The others only realized that they are members of the SMC when the SMC
training invites were made. The so-called members were also unaware that they were part of the
SMC. They infact questioned us – as to how did we find their names and who gave us their names!
We realized that, to get these members to the training, someone had to be made responsible.
Hence, we wrote to the Presidents and the School Principals to ensure that at least 5 members from
14
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Once the SMCs were identified and met, their capacity building process had to be initiated.
There were 53 Primary Schools in 45 villages (See Annexure 1 List of Schools). Therefore,
training 53 SMCs in the project implementation area was imperative. The capacity building
process began from October 2013. Training details are as follows:
Period
October – December
2013
January – March 2014
April – June
2014( Refresher by
MV Foundation)
Total

Number of SMCs
Trainings Organized

Total Number of
Participants

7

139

4

110

9

192

20

441*

*Few members had taken both trainings facilitated by CHETNA and MV Foundation, while many
members were new when MV Foundation organized trainings during April to June 2014.
CHETNA finalized the training design for the SMC members, in consultation with its
partners namely Population Council, MV Foundation, Hyderabad and Navjeevan Trust,
Rajkot. However, the training in the field was taken up keeping the members experience,

interest and the ability to grasp concepts using a number of relevant analogies
Glimpse of Training:

“Learning about SMC”
The training started with introduction of facilitator and participants followed by an exercise;
by using a visual of a cycle, it was explained that each component was important to keep the
cycle moving. Similarly, each member of the SMC as well, each SMC as a whole unit was an
important cog wheel within the education system. Using the exercise made participants feel
comfortable.
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Importance of Girl’s Education
When the participants were asked - Does every girl from the village continue her studies
after standard 8th? The answer was soothing to the ears. The participants stated that “Oh yes,
every girl goes on to study because now communities have become aware. No girl stays at
home. Community now is “hungry” for education. No one needs to be told this aspect!”
As facilitators, we did not contest this response. Rather, we exhibited the numbers for
Surendranagar District. While displaying the numbers, we would state that:
In 2009-10, there were 9678 girls in the Primary of which only 3052
went on to study further. This meant that only 31.5%went ahead while
68.5% or 6626 girls were missing.
(District Primary Education Officer Report, Surendranagar)
Looking at the poor numbers especially for the girls, the community seemed taken aback.
Confronting the participants, as facilitators we stated that earlier, the participants had
mentioned that no girl stayed home, but the numbers tell a different story. How come? The
community then opens up a shade and states that parents do not send girls due to lack of
facilities.
Search for the Missing Girls
As facilitators we requested the community to join in, to search the girls who are “Missing”
– in a sense not in school. Later they all warmed up and agreed. Participants later
responded, stating reasons for girls not continuing their education. These were some of the
reasons that emerged:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secondary School is very far from village
Non availability of transportation
No safety of girls while they are commuting – girl may get raped and kidnapped
Parents cannot afford the girl’s education as they lack money
The girls have to do household work
The girls eventually have to get married and go to their in-laws, hence what’s the
need for them to study further
Even if she does study further, employment opportunities are not available

Some of the interesting experiences while training the SMCs are narrated here:
The facilitator gave opportunity to the SMC members who were the parents too, to
look at the reason from different perspective. It helped to initiate dialogue and new
tread of thoughts. Some of the discussions are narrated here.

Secondary School is very far from village
Participants- “The secondary schools are 4 to 5 kms away from village.”
Facilitator- “We need food to survive, does the food come home on its own?”
Participants –“No we need to go out for work to earn to buy raw materials to cook
food.”
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Facilitator, “Similarly, would the school come home?”
Participants –“NO”
Facilitator-“There are problems but if we do not discuss the solutions it remains as
problems. If other girls and boys of the village are going to that school why can’t your
daughter’s go?”
The participants after few more arguments showed willingness to explore into the
availability of the local transportation from their village to the schools and also
possibility of using bicycle as a transport to go to school.
The participants after training did make efforts to look into the availability of transport.
They soon realized that the government could not make arrangement for a bus for each
and every village. They came up with idea that in some places the bus service was
available at some distance where the girls could be escorted and put on the bus. Else,
they could go in groups.
In some villages they did discuss the possibility of organising a transport.

The girls eventually have to get married and go to their in-laws; hence what’s
the need for them to study further
Facilitator-“What kind of boy you want your daughter to marry?”
Participants -“He should be educated and economically sound.”
Facilitator-“The parents of a boy who is educated and is having a sound economic
status will also have preferences? Can you guess and tell what kind of girls they
would prefer?
Participants –“Educated girl”
This dialogue made them feel and reflect on why education for their daughter was
important and critical.

No safety of girls while they are commuting – girl may get raped and
kidnapped
The participants were worried about the possibility of rape and kidnapping of their
daughter.
Facilitator- “There are girls who go out of village for study. Do they and their parents
not experience insecurity?
Participants - “Yes, they must be facing the same tension.”
Facilitators-“Does kidnapping, harassment and rape happen every day?
Participants- “No! It may happen, or even may not happen, and do not happen with
everyone, that’s for sure. But if she became a victim, her future would definitely get
tarnished.”
Facilitator –“How many vehicles travel the highway every day?
Participants-“50,000 or even more.”
Facilitator- “How many accidents happened?”
Participants- “1 or 2 or even no accidents”
Facilitator-”Because of these 1 or 2 accidents, does everyone stop going on the
highways?”
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The participants were encouraged to send their daughters to school and have faith in
their daughters and teach them to face the problem rather than stopping them to go to
school.
Girls need to be taught about:
•
•
•
•

Come back home in a group.
Be aware and alert about the type of people around them
If harassed then scream / shout for help to scare off the perpetrator
Speak to the elders at home if they face problem (keep communication channels
open at home)

The girls have to do house related work
The facilitator gave her own life example. “My father never made me do house work.
Instead he made my mom do it. He would encourage me to study. During exams, he
would wake me up to study and make tea for me. My father had studied up to standard
3 and hence wanted me to do well. Everyone says – a daughter is her father’s favourite –
and if you all agree, we must make our daughters study further. Had my father not
supported me then, today I would not be standing here and facilitating the training.”
Challenges faced during the Training:
Non cooperative attitude of the SMC members
During the discussion about the roles and responsibility of SMC members, they use to argue
–“Where is the time to fulfil the role of SMC members.” Through an exercise the
participants revisited their one day schedule. They came up with following figures
10 hours –Work Inside and outside home
8 hours- Sleep
When asked to give details of the remaining 6 hours they found it difficult to answer.
This exercise motivated them to re-look their priorities and decided to give time as SMC
members to improve education of girls in their village.
Caste Factor
While working in this area the field team repeatedly felt the need to look into the caste
pattern in educating or not educating girls. The team did a mapping exercise. It came across
clearly that in some caste all the girls were going to the secondary school; they were Patel,
Vankar, Valmiki, Brahman, Soni, and Vania etc. While in some not a single girl was
attending secondary school they were Devipujak, Rabari, Bharwad, Suvaliya etc. This
information was shared during the SMC trainings. It came forward clearly that the castes
that do send their daughters to study beyond standard 8, state that the importance of
education was far greater than the problems. Hence, despite /these problems, these castes
did send their daughters for further education.
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The SMC therefore, asked to make extra efforts to the parents who do not send their
daughters for further education by explaining the advantages of educating girls.
Action Plan:
In the end of the training the SMC members developed action plan for the respective SMCs
keeping their role and responsibility in view and with special emphasis on home visit to
motivate the parents to send their girls in secondary school education, sending their girls
regularly to school and regularly visit the school and discuss the progress of the girls
education.
According to the provision of Government of Gujarat, SMC meetings have to be organized
in all schools once in three months. Not a single meeting was organised. The SMC included
in their action plan about when and where to organise meeting.

Principals and Teachers present stated that they were happy to see a large number of SMC
members coming in for the trainings and being present for 4 hours.
As an SMC member put it - “My husband was not letting me attend this training of
SMC members. My husband was of the opinion that, by attending this training, the
family would lose Rs. 200.00 wage. I am going to tell him that we may have lost Rs.
200.00 but in return I have learnt something worth Rs. 1000.00”

6

Post Training- SMCs meetings
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Once the trainings were completed, it was important to go back and see whether the SMCs
were conducting their monthly/quarterly meetings and if there were any progress made.
SMC meetings were organized in all the 45 villages.108 meetings were organized wherein
the 687 participated.
The purpose of these meetings were
•
•
•
•

To discuss about the utilization of funds received by SMC
Review basic facilities made available to students and take necessary decisions
regarding the facilities
Discuss strategies to increase the communication between parents, teachers and SMC
members, especially focus on organizing parents teachers meeting on regular basis
Find solutions for helping academically weak students and increase their regularity
to school

During the meetings, the field team use to remain present and the SMC members were
reoriented about their roles and responsibilities. These meetings proved very useful. Major
decisions taken by committee members were related to functioning of the schools and
improving the education of the children. Wherever necessary, the SMC members drafted
and forwarded letters to higher authorities sharing their concerns.

Few of the important decisions arrived at by the SMCs
•
•

•

Facility for drinking water and facility of pipeline water in toilets to be created in
Kuntalpur and Umarda.
In Sarla village, a decision was made that the SMC members would meet the parents of
the girls who were attending the school irregularly and to motivate them to send them to
school regularly and on time.
In Sujangadh, it was decided that SMC members and principal will jointly meet parents of
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•
•

girls who are attending the school irregularly.
Purchase of vessels for cooking food for Mid-Day Meal at Ranipat, Sujangadh and
Gadhada villages.
There was lesser number of teachers at Ranipat. A letter was to be drafted to higher
authority for recruitment of teacher.

The initial meetings served the purpose of providing hands-on training. The Principal and
the SMC members gained experience on how best a meeting can be conducted. They learnt
about how to develop meeting agenda and invite members and how to facilitated the
meeting process and take decisions.
As a team we would help the SMC to focus on the issues revolving around girls’ education.
For example, if we knew that from a certain hamlet of that village, two or three girls are not
attending regularly, we would get the SMC members to focus on resolving this by visiting
them personally to their house after the meeting.
We supported the SMCs to focus on discussing and getting the requisite water and
sanitation facilities based on the grants available to the school, so that these facilities would
eventually impact the continuance of girls’ education. Some of the SMC members have
begun taking their designated role as an SMC member more seriously and shouldering
responsibilities so that girls are able to study further. We would like to present, some of the
positive experiences where the trained SMC members had shouldered responsibilities.
Suriyaba Parmar
Village: Gadhada Block: Muli

Suriyaba Parmar is a SMC member in Gadhad primary school since two years. She is busy
all the day in sewing and house hold work. Whenever she goes in the village for any work
she tries to meet parents and interact with them. And discuss about their children’s
education and motivate them to continue education of girls.
Gaddhariya Ramnikbhai Mashrubhai
Village: Gadhada Block: Muli
Ramnikbhai is the SMC member from Gadhada village. Girls, studying in standard 9th and
10th, used to travel to Muli block for their studies. The school would function in the
afternoon. But during the summer months, the school hours were rescheduled and the
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school functioned in the mornings. The girls’ regularity was impacted as there was no bus in
the morning to take them to the school.
On learning about this problem, the SMC got cracking. Ramnikbhai along with other two
SMC members Sahdevsinh and Ashokbhai sent a letter to the concerned authorities in the
transport department. They requested them to change the bus timings for the summer
months. As a result, the bus timings were changed. Ramnikbhai mentioned that the
SANKALP project had made him aware of his responsibilities as an SMC member and that
he was capable enough to resolve such issues.
Ramnikbhai also visits the local village school regularly. He supports the principal in taking
decisions related to improving the facilities at the school. He also counsels the girls so that
they attend school regularly. His support to resolve any obstacles is exemplary.
Savdhariya Shankarbhai Naranbhai
Village: Mulada Block: Dasada
Shankarbhai is the SMC member at Mulada village. He acknowledges that after going
through the training he became aware about his role. He is taking keen interest in
functioning of the Mid-day meal programme.
He visits the school during the mealtime. He personally tastes the food, before it is served to
the school children. He ensures that all children sit properly to get their meal. He makes sure
that food does not get wasted. He collects information from children about the quality of the
mid-day meal. He encourages teachers to ensure that all the children eat their share of the
mid-day meal.
Dhanjibhai
Village: Sujangadh, Block: Muli
Dhanjibhai is an SMC member from Sujangadh. He has shouldered the responsibility to
ensure that girls are regular to school. Dhanjibhai has taken responsibility to check the same
to ensure regularity.
Kajal was studying in standard 8that the Sujangadh primary school and had taken admission
to standard 9that the secondary school of Nava Sadla village. Since Kajal, was the first girl to
travel out of Sujangadh to pursue her studies, Dhanjibhai was quite concerned about her
safety. He makes sure that she returns back on time. And if need be, he helps in dropping
her off to the school. If he goes out of station, he sees to it that someone from the SMC
ensures that Kajal returns back safely from her school.
Illyas Khan J Malik
Village: Vitthalgadh Block: Lakhtar
Illyas Khan is an SMC member of Vitthalgadh village. He observed that teachers, during the
school hours, spent time talking or playing with their mobile phones.
He brought this to the attention of school principal several times. But the Principal did not
pay any attention. With no concrete action taken by the Principal, Illyas Khan raised this
issue in the SMC meeting.
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The SMC decided to register a complaint with the district office. Illyas Khan has also stated
that, if the principal did not take any action, he along with all the SMC members would go
to the district office and get the issue resolved. He sought support from the Navjeevan Trust
and CHETNA Teams.

7

Formation Adolescent Girls Groups

Adolescent girls were envisaged as change agents in the programme. During the project
planning meeting organized in August 2013, at CHETNA, it was decided to form groups
of adolescent girls at the village level. Adolescent girls of standard 7th, 8thand some from
the high school would become members of these groups. These groups would motivate
parents and adolescent girls studying in standard 7thand 8thto complete their secondary
education. They would also remain present during the field level activities.

The adolescent girls groups were formed strategically to support the cause of girls
continuing their education. Girls studying in standard 7th, 8th& 9th were encouraged to
join these groups. In smaller villages, at least 5 girls were selected for this group.
However, the number was larger in bigger villages.

Notes from the field
We motivated the adolescent girls to name their group. This would help identify them
as well as give them an identity. Groups were named after courageous women - such
as Rani Jhansi or Sunita Williams.
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Capacity Building of Adolescent Girls Groups

Each training had girls from 5 villages coming together at the Block Resource Centre
(BRC). There were 425 adolescents from 45 villages who received one day training.
The training design highlighted the following aspects
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discussion about the current educational scenario focusing on low educational level
among girls
Right to Education
Social factors affecting adolescent girls education
Supporting them to decide their goal of life and identify hurdles and plan to
overcome it
Building life skills (Communication, decision making and negotiation)
Individual action plan to achieve their educational goal

At each of the trainings, adolescent girls studying either in standard 10, or had completed
standard 10, were invited to share their life story and how they had managed to study
beyond standard 8 within their social milieu.
All the trainings were scheduled on Saturday or a Sunday to ensure full participation of
girls. It was a 4 hour training, wherein sessions were placed in an interesting fashion. The
field team had, individually, met the adolescent girls’ parents and sought their consent so
that the girls could attend the training and be involved in the project implementation.
Each participating girl was given a training kit and a certificate of participation.

Glimpse of the Trainings
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One of the important sessions was to ask the girls to draw their dreams – of who they
wanted be in the future. Paper and crayons were given to the participants. The drawing
had to depict their today – that of a student and the tomorrow.
The dreams were big. Girls wanted to be IAS, serve as Doctors or in the Police or become
a Teacher or a Dancer. Once they shared their dreams, they were then asked that to
achieve those dreams that they cherished or aspired for, further studies were required.
And the next poser would be how many of the girls would study further. 50%-60% of the
girls present invariably would raise their hands to state that THEIR PARENTS WILL
NOT ALLOW THEM TO STUDY FURHTER.

The facilitators would then support them to detail out the roadmap to achieve their
dream. E.g. to become a teacher one need to complete standard 10ththen 12th. Further, the
girl would have to study PTC or do her B.Ed. and all this with a certain percentage of
marks to get admissions and even further scholarships. The girls would then be made to
take a small pledge that they would attend school regularly, make time at home to study
there by getting high marks to be able to qualify for PTC or B Ed.
During the discussion in variably the girls use to say that they do not have enough time
to study at home. While discussion it came forward that girls, on an average, were
watching TV for around 3 to 3.5 hours every day. The girls were explained, that to
achieve their dreams, they need to spend more time on their studies.
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Many girls stated that their parents made them do household work. The girls were asked
to discuss with their parents about it and if necessary take support of other girls, SMC
members and parents of other girls to convince them.
During the training the girls performed role plays depicting the real situation of girls’
challenges related to their study. They were encouraged to depict these role plays during
the SMC meeting or in school to sensitise the teachers and community about importance
of girl’s education.

The role plays focused on:
•
•
•

A girl is not attending school
A teacher is not coming to school on time, or is absent for a long time
Girls getting harassed while going to school in other village

During the training positive cases of girls were shared to further encourage and
motivate the participating girls. The girls pasted their drawing of their “dream” at
their own house for everyone in the family to see and support in attaining that
dream.
“Till now no one in our family had ever asked us what our dreams are, or what we
wanted to be in future. Family members have never shown interest in our education.
Even we haven’t got opportunity to think about our education or our interest. Because of
the training we have started thinking for ourselves”.
“My name is Payal. I live and study in Kalyanpara village of Lakhtar Block. I study in
standard 7. I never wanted to study beyond standard 7. But during the training, when the
facilitators asked us about our dreams, I thought and looked inside and realized that I
wanted to become a teacher. I drew a picture of teacher. After the training, I pasted it on
the wall of the veranda of my house. When my father saw the drawing he was surprised.
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He asked me whether I really wanted to become a teacher. I said yes, I do. On that very
day, my father decided that he would provide me all the support to make my dream
come true.”

Notes from the field
During each visit to the field we came across different stories.
Rekha Panara from Joravarpra village was studying in standard 7. Her father was not
willing to allow her to continue with her further education in standard 8th. The adolescent
group from the village had met her parents, Rekha’s mother was ready to send her
daughter to study further, but her father was reluctant. The girls discussed about the
importance of education and said that the school was within the village and they all
would accompany her. The parents finally agreed and Rekha took admission to standard
8th. During the proxy periods, these Adolescent Group girls also help their peers in
helping them in their studies.
Mirali from the Adolescent Girls group in Nana Ankevaliya village of Lakthar block
helps other girls of her village in their studies. She asks questions on behalf of other girls
on the IVRS. When she received the answers, she shared them with the girls. The girls
also played an important role in orienting and demonstrating the use of IVRS to parents.
Sharda from Vana village was studying in standard 8. She was irregular in attending
school. Her parents were not willing to allow her to continue with her studies. She was
also weak in her studies. The village Adolescent Girls Group went to her house and
talked to her parents. The girls assured Sharda’s parents that they would accompany
Sharda to the school and also support her in her studies. Thereafter, Sharda began going
to the school regularly. Further, she has also taken admission to standard 9th.
Payal Mithapara from Chachka, Chuda was studying in 8th standard. She had deep desire
of studying further in 9th standard. She tried to convince her father with the support of
adolescent girls group but all in vain. With no other option, Payal went to Chachka
school herself with girl from adolescent girl group and registered her name. She started
going to school regularly. She studied and did her doing homework every day. When her
dad saw her commitment he was pleased and decided to support her.
For us, it’s heartening to know that few of the girls from the adolescent group have taken
admission in hostels to pursue further studies.

9

Parents- Teachers Meeting

During the baseline survey it was observed that hardly any parent-teachers interaction
happens at the school level. Efforts of capacity building of SMC and orienting them on
their roles enhanced parent’s teacher’s interaction.
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Parent-teacher meetings were organised in 42 villages in the schools. The main agenda of the
meeting was to sensitise parents about importance of education for their children especially
girls and discuss how to improve the performance of the girls.
During the meeting the SMC members also remained present. Initially when the parents
were invited they were reluctant to attend the meeting. “Our duty is to send children to school,
why should we visit schools?”
The parents were introduced with the SMC members and their roles, informed about the
daily administrative function of schools, activities performed by the adolescent girls in the
village under Sankalp project etc. They discussed about the problems faced by the girls in
their studies and how they can support them to improve it. They were also asked to visit the
school regularly and also monitor quality of MDM programme implementation.

10

Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS)

One of the project objectives was to enhance the communication and interaction amongst
girls, their parents and their teachers by using the cell phone technology so as to enable
more accountability for the girl’s education. Specific education related messages,
emphasising on girl’s retention in school, safe transportation, regular schooling, gender
discrimination and economic returns were drafted by CHETNA. The team supporting the
IVRS on other issues, helped in finalizing the messages. These messages were further
reviewed and edited by the Population Council and Dr Leela Visaria, National Professor and
Former Director- Gujarat Institute of Development Research and currently in the Governing
Council of CHETNA.
The messages were recorded by a group of professionals working with Akashwani
Ahmedabad, and audio files were uploaded on to the computer assigned for IVRS. The
Awaz De team provided technical assistance in terms of the length of the messages, audio
clarity and background music. A dedicated phone number was assigned for the IVRS.
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Orientation of Community stakeholders on IVRS
Initially, the team members of CHETNA were trained in the use of IVRS. Concurrently, it
was important that the end user – namely the community too was trained in the use of
IVRS.
Notes from the field
The orientation in the field area was very crucial. ‘Personal meeting’ was the strategy
adopted. In each of the 45 villages, the field team met the parents, SMC members,
principals and school teachers. They were oriented on the use of the IVRS. The
information brochure, designed with appropriate illustrations on how to use the IVRS,
came in very handy. The brochure helped team members in orientating the various
stakeholders. The Adolescent Girls group members were also orientated on the use of the
system. They began using their parent’s phone to ask a question and indirectly test out
the IVRS.
At times, the team member would use their own phone to demonstrate the use of the
IVRS. We made attempts to popularise and provide reminders about the IVRS by using
stickers and labels. These were stuck at eye level for reminding the community that IVRS
was available.

Operationalization of IVRS
Phone numbers of the parents of the girls studying in standard 7th-8th-9th, all SMC
members, all school teachers from the 45 villages were gathered by the field team. The lists
with phone numbers were shared with the Population Council team and were matched with
the data generated from the baseline survey. Coding of the numbers was done at Population
Council. CHETNA was trained – hands on, by the AWAZ De on the use of the IVRS
software. Messages were sent to all the stakeholders every week.
When the IVRS system was operationalized, we were in contact with the AWAZ De team to
help us resolve problems if arises. Over some days, we became confident of operating and
managing the IVRS independently. At CHETNA, dedicated staff member was assigned to
operate and manage the IVRS.
Apart from the 12 designated messages, we also would send special messages say about the
examination date, parent’s teachers meetings in school, SMC meetings. CHETNA was the
main connecting link between school stakeholders and community.
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Initially, we began by sending the same message three times a week, but due to network
issues it got delayed many times; calls got disconnected due to bad network, parents use to
disconnect the calls, all these were counted as missed calls. The system would send the
message again to the number. The system will stop sending the same message after
attempting twice. We began sending the same message twice, and finally just once in a
week.
Our team observed that in villages the phones were available with fathers, who hardly
discussed about the studies with their daughters. Mothers interacts more with their
daughters. So when the messages were sent, the fathers would listen to it but in some cases
they didn’t share it with their daughters or mothers at home. Due to this, even after many
efforts of sending the messages twice as a reminder, the messages related to exam or school
performance or any extracurricular activities failed to reach the adolescent girls and
mothers.
Similar feedback regarding the timing was shared by community stakeholders, as a result
we limited our messages and send as per their convenient time. The importance of receiving
and internalizing the message was key, not how many times it was sent.
Questions posed
Apart from the messages sent, questions too came in and were responded appropriately.
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How can the transportation issue be tackled as villages do not have proper
transportation facilities? An idea shared by one of the parents was to launch a bus
exclusively for girls in standard 10.
An adolescent girl asked - What should I study after 9th standard?
SMC member posed a question – In spite of several efforts made by me, I am not able
to convince a girl studying in standard 8 to regularly attend school and continue her
studies. What should I do?
A parent put a question that - Girls are not willing to continue their studies as there
is no female teacher in the high school. What should be done?
A parent - Boys are teasing girls on their way to the school. What action should be
taken
An adolescent girl - What should I study to become a Collector?
What is to be done about lack of teaching staff in schools?
A parent asked - Want to know about the schemes and facilities provided by
government for girl’s education.
An Adolescent Girl’s group member asked - Parents are not allowing their daughters
to study, how can we counsel them?
We have received many blank calls, may be user are not able to use the system.

As a team, we did observe that school teachers and principals began sending messages
related to parents – teacher meetings. Some teachers used the IVRS to send messages to
parents, informing them about their children’s performance in competitions held at the
schools. In many schools, parent’s meetings date, SMC meeting date message from the
side of the principal proved quite fruitful for them. They found it easy to gather the
Community stakeholders in the meetings. During exams, the teachers also sent
motivational messages for the girls through IVRS.
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Responses to the queries were regularly sent from CHETNA. The questions were
generally related to procedure to avail benefits under a specific scheme – such as
accessing a free bicycle for the girls from the government and information for schools
and hostels for further studies of adolescent girls.

Challenges Faced:
IVRS had its own share of operational problems, at the school level. Field visits brought
out these reactions.
•

In Savlana village, the principal told us that people in the village were not familiar
with the use of mobile phones. The school teachers who were in their advanced ages
found it difficult to make use of technology.

•

In Ingrodi and Jepar villages, the principal informed us that, there were only two
teachers in the school. These two teachers have to shoulder all the extra
administrative workload. This means, the teachers are unable to make use of the
IVRS. We did inform them that the IVRS would eventually help them to improve the
performance of their school. At the moment, the teachers did show some willingness
to make use of the IVRS.
In Babajipara, Rasulabad, Rustamgadh, Upariyala and Gadhada villages informed
us that that they found the IVRS facility very useful. They did agree to be more active
by sending messages to CHETNA to be eventually shared with the parents.
In Umarda village, orientation related to the use of the IVRS was done in two schools
– the boys and the girls’ schools. The principal of the school appreciated the facility
however; they still had some reservation about the use of IVRS by the parents.

•

•

•

•

11

In Ranipat village, the principal mentioned that their experience has been that
parents were not interested in the school activities. He said, he would make use of
the IVRS to get connected with the parents.
In Kathada village, the principal refused to make use of the IVRS system.

Community level Activities

At the community level to encourage parents and the village stakeholders to take interest in
the secondary education of girl’s different activities were organized. Efforts were made to
make these activities participatory and interactive. .
Video Shows
The video show was screened in all the 45 villages. A short video film, developed by
UNICEF titled ‘Meena’, was screened for parents, SMC members and adolescent girls. The
film was based on the importance of girls’ education. The screening would be followed by a
discussion.
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Notes from the field
In the field, this video show was helpful. As a field level team, it helped us to reach out
to a majority of the parents. It was SMC, which helped us in organizing and making
arrangements at the village level to screen the video. This activity also helped in building
a rapport of the field team with the parents and the SMC.
In few villages, some of the parents did not show any interest in attending the screening
of the film. These parents were contacted individually to motivate them to participate in
such activities
Education Awareness Campaign through Mobile Van
To further enhance the reach of the message, an Education Awareness Campaign was
organized in all the 45 villages. The strategy was to operate this campaign using a mobile
van (RATH). The purpose was to motivate parents, SMC members and adolescent girls to
seek admission to standard 9 and complete secondary education.
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Educational messages recorded for IVRS were used through the RATH. The RATH moved
through the entire village and then was parked in the center of the village. This attracted
general community but specifically attracted parents and adolescent girls. Information
regarding the project, schemes and IVRS was disseminated here. As well, details for
enrolling girls into standard 9 were given to them.
At the end of the activity SMC members and parents took a public pledge – which they
promise to complete secondary education of their daughters.
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Notes from the field
The RATH travelled through all the streets of the village with the IVRS messages being
played out loudly over the loud speaker. This RATH in a way had provided SANKALP
to enhance its visibility.
It was heartening to see that the SMC members and the members from the adolescent
girls groups actively participated and provided due support when the RATH was in the
village.
In all the villages, we did observe that, when the RATH was parked in the village,
approximately 75 % of the parents and 100 % of the adolescent girls from standard
7thand 8th came to the activities surrounding the RATH.
In some of the villages after this activity the SMC members became proactive and
supported Navjeevan team to get the girls admitted to standard 9.
In bigger villages, the RATH was parked in different locations in the village because we
wanted to ensure that all parents participated.

12

Enrolment Drive

June 2014 (when new academic year starts) was the time which would reflect the
results/outcome of the efforts made by the team members in creating awareness about
girl’s education among community.
During this period the field team had focused to enrol the girls in 9th standard. They visited
parents and counselling them to enrol their daughters in secondary school. The admissions
remain open till the month of September 2014. The team continued their efforts in this
direction. SMC members supported team in enrolment of the girls in secondary school.
In Vaniyavadar village admission of two girls in Botad Block (non-intervention area) was
done with support of DPEO of Botad. He said that as the chief minister of Gujarat has given
importance to girl’s education, we cannot deny any girls for the admission.
Shala Pravotsav Mela (School Enrolment Programme):
Department of Education, Government of Gujarat had organized Shala Praveshotsav in
villages for increasing the enrolment of students in schools. The Shala Praveshotsav was
aimed at ensuring a 100% enrolment in primary schools. Navjeevan field team, few SMC
members and adolescent girls of Adolescent Girls group participated in various activities
during the event. Their presence in the event helped to increase the reach of the program.
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The team members collected data of 1491 girls for standard 7th,8th and 9th out of which 1288
girls has taken admission in next standard and are regularly attending school. The dropout
rate is 27% in 8th standard as compared to 2% and 15% in 7th and 9th standard.
Still reasons remain the same for the drop out in spite of efforts made by the project.
9 Parents do not want to educate their child. The reasons they do not feel it is
important to educate girls; is because school is in another village, the caste factor,
socio economic factor, seasonal migration and no hostel facility if girls want to take
admission in other schools which are far away from their village.
9 Girls themselves deny further studies. They feel they do not know enough to get
admission in standard nine and further they will not be able to cope up in
10thstandard.
9 Lack of quality education in the schools and teachers vacancy.

In Bhaskarpara, Babajipara and Kalyanpara villages, girls usually do not study
beyond 8th standard. But due to Sankalp project, this year twelve girls continue their
study to 9th standard. In Ramparda village, girls never took admission in 9thstd. This
year one of the SMC member’s daughters took admission in 9th standard. In Jepar
village, two girls took admission in 9th standard.

13

Management and Information System (MIS)

Monitoring of the field level activities was one of the important aspects of the project.
Monitoring formats were introduced by Population Council. The monitoring forms were
translated in Gujarati by CHETNA team. Navjeevan and CHETNA team members were
trained on the use of various forms which had different information. Hands on practice were
given to team members during monthly planning meetings.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Form A – To be filled one time for the SMC members information
Form B- To be filled one time for AG girls information
Form C- To be filled monthly for the project activities by field team members
Form D- To be filled after the SMC training
Form F –To be filled for IVRS

Initially team members faced problem in filling the forms, which was gradually solved
during the team meetings. Apart from that quarterly activities and financial reports were
shared with Population Council.
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Team meetings were regularly conducted by CHETNA for discussing the results of
activities, challenges faced in the field by the field team and to plan the future activities.

Population Council Team members used to visit field areas and provided support and
technical guidance for better outcome of the project activities.

14

Developing and Designing Communication Material

A range of communication material was developed and designed by CHETNA team
members. Project information folder was designed and developed initially and widely
disseminated in all the villages to make the community aware about the project. The
project name SANKALP was highlighted which later got branded.
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Safe Transportation Facility
One of activities of SANKALP project was to establish a mechanism of safe transportation of
adolescent girls’ to go to secondary school located out of their village.
In consultation with the SMC members and the field team villages where there was a need
to provide safe transport were selected. The criteria set for this selection were –
•
•
•
•

distance of the school from the village,
unavailability of public transport,
number of girls ready to utilize the safe transport services
Parent’s readiness to send their daughters in a private vehicle.

Meetings at selected villages namely Kalyanpara, Mulada, Vaniyavadar, Rustamgadh,
Rasulabad, Sujangadh Khatadi, Bhavanigadh and Sadla were organized. These meetings
were attended by parents, community stakeholders and vehicle owners including CHETNA
and Navjeevan team members.

Notes from the field
To further explore possibilities of parents’ contribution. We as a field team we organized a
meeting of parents, Sarpanch and the vehicle owner at Vaniyavadar village. This was the
make or break meeting.
Discussing all the modalities, the parents finally agreed to pay 50% of the cost. As a result, the
team met parents who had agreed and motivated them to get their daughters admitted to
standard 9th and use the safe transport service just set up.
But later, we found out that the vehicle owner was not ready as he had to transport just five
girls and this number was not financially viable to him.
In other villages too, the team made repeated visits to discuss the option of parents’
contribution and thereby set up a safe transport service. We were successful in Nava Sadla
village of Dasada block. Here the arrangement for a safe transport service was
operationalized. In the rest of the villages, the arrangement did not work out because girls
had not taken admission to standard 9, nor were parents willing to contribute.
Overall, this idea did not take off. Girl’s parents who were keen to get their daughters
educated further sought admissions while their girls were commuting to and from their
village to the school using the public transport or bicycles.
Though we were successful to set up the safe transportation service in three villages of
Dasada block, it was felt that it was not the permanent and sustainable solution. For
sustainability, changing of bus timings with collaboration between Panchayat and Gujarat
State Transport has to be done. We were successful in changing the bus timings in Gadhad
village. We also made certain efforts for availability of public transport by sending letters to
the authorities. In other villages where girls are facing same problem, the follow up of the
process is taken by the SMC members and school stakeholders.
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During the meetings, the critical aspects discussed were that the project would provide the
vehicle expense for a period of one year. The parents and stakeholders would make sure that
the service was regular. The vehicle owner was also present at the meeting, and he provided
the cost per girl/per month and also he would maintain a register that would mark the girl’s
attendance. We as the field team would check the register.

But, apart from the arrangement, the cost for all the villages for one year was calculated.
Based on the cost estimate, it was felt that the cost was not financially viable and not a
sustainable option. Option had to be explored if parents would contribute to the cost.
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Challenges

During the implementation of the project challenges were plenty. Some within our control
while many beyond our control. While some challenges had field level compulsions. A
mixed bag is how we as a team look at the challenges.
1. Collecting information on the different schemes for girls’ education from various
departments was a big challenge. But as a team, we feel that the document is
unique – can be used as a ready reckoner to know about all the schemes for girls’
education based on school/ caste/ state/ national/ and departments.
2. Local disputes make implementation a challenge. For example, in Bhavanigadh
village of Muli Block, a fight over land ensued between Kolis and Bharwads. This
left two people murdered. Many abandoned the village, resulting in a few
students at the village. After few months the family members returned however
it affected the education of both girls and boys.

3. Getting requisite permissions from the government department was a challenge.
It took considerable time and effort to get the Teachers training workshop
organised. But the person who had provided the permission at Sarva Shiksha
Abhiyan (SSA) got transferred. So again orienting the project to new recruited
person and obtaining the permission was a challenge. In spite of several meetings
and attempts at district and state level, we were not able to organize one day
training for teachers.
4. The SMC members did not attend the training for more than four hours as they
don’t have such habit of sitting for long hours. As facilitators, it was a challenge
to complete all the training content in a short time. The remaining topics were
then discussed by the field team during their visit to the villages.
5. As per the tradition, the people of Darbar caste do not send their daughters out of
village for further studies as they do not prefer them to travel out of village for
education. So convincing such parents was a challenge. Some of them were not
ready for any change. We still do not have answer for these families. May be
there is a need to work with the caste leaders.
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6. Socio-cultural beliefs too were a challenge. Amongst the Bharvads, early
marriages are common. Girls, once they reach puberty are married off. Else the
girl will not get married properly and that she may run away with some young
man.
7. Amongst the Muslims too, the girls are made to forego school and studies after
standard 7, even if a secondary school is there in the village.
8. Specifically for the Adolescent Girls group members, mobility was the biggest
challenge. The Adolescent Girls Group members were willing to actively
participate in the project activities. But, since the houses were very scattered,
parents did not allow them to make individual home visits. The Adolescent
Girls group members also stated that many a times, parents did not allow them
inside their homes making it clear that young girls had no right to teach the
parents about their daughter’s future.

17

Conclusion:

Through SANKALP project, we made efforts to raise awareness of adolescent girls, their
parents and other community members about the economic and social benefits of secondary
education for adolescent girls and convinced parents to ensure secondary education for their
daughters. As a result of our efforts out of 1491 girls in 7th, 8th and 9th class in the
intervention area, 1288 girls moved to the next consecutive class in the academic year 201415.

The project was well designed with a focus on specific activities to achieve the goal.
As an implementing agency we feel that to address the social cultural aspects linked
with girl’s education are equally important. To bring positive changes in the mindset of parents towards education, it takes time. A year and four months time for
implementation of the project activities is not enough to ensure sustainable change.
Some of the constraints faced during the implementation phase need to be reiterated before
concluding. They are as follows.
Due to lack of permission from education department to train the teachers and poor quality
of education the objective of learning outcomes amongst girls as measured by mathematical
skills and comprehension of English and the local language, Gujarat almost remained
undressed.
The teachers are bound to provide extra coaching after the school hours to the children
who are poor in performance. Usually the students of primary school got very high marks
in their final exams and always got promoted from one standard to another. The girls
therefore lacked confidence to take admission in 9th standard with a fear that they will not
be able to cope up.
The project had introduced the Interactive Voice Response System which on paper
sounds innovatie but in implementation we faced several challenges related to socio
cultural aspects and also related to technology. It was observed that the adult who were
having the phone found it difficult to manage the system. Even after repeated trainings it
was difficult for them to use the system. The mobile phone usually remains with the
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father who uses to be out of the house when then receive the message and invariably do
not deliver it to the other family members. Receiving signals was also constraints in many
villages.
The concept of safe transport was very appropriate but to put it in action was a big
challenge, due to the fact of non-availability of private vehicle in village, condition of the
vehicle, willingness of the driver to give the service etc. Many parents preferred to admit
their daughter in residential school instead of opting for the safe transport facility.
While Population Council is working on the End line survey data, CHETNA is confident
to see the significant change at the field level in terms for parent’s awareness on the
importance of the girl’s education, strengthened role of SMC members and increase
retention of girls in secondary schools. We strongly feel that the overall strategy got
tested and will become a starting point for projects in the education sector with at least
three years’ time in implementing the same.
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Annexure 1:
A. List of Primary schools
S. No
1

Name of Village
Pedha

2

Name of School
Primary School Pedal
Primary School

3

Primary School

Ghanad

4

Primary School (Pay Centre)

Vana

5

M K School

Vana

6

Primary School

Bajrangpura

7

Primary School

Savlana

8

Primary School

Ingrodi

9

Primary School (Pay Centre)

Lilapur

10

Primary School

Kesariya

11

Primary School

Karela

12

Primary School

Bhaskarpara

13

Primary School

Jyotipura

14

Primary School

Babajipara

15

Primary School (Pay Centre)

Vitthalgadh

16

Primary School

Kalyanpara

17

Kuntalpur

18

Primary School
Primary School

Kalmad

19

Primary School

Sujangadh

20

Primary School (Pay Centre)

Sarla

21

Higher Primary School

Sarla

22

Primary School

Gadhada

23

Primary School

Jepar

24

Primary School Nava

Raysangpar

25

Primary School

JunaRaysangpar

26

Primary School

Asundrali

27

Primary School

Bhavanigadh

Name of Block
Lakthar

Nana Ankewaliya

Muli
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28

Primary School

Ranipat

29

Primary School

Khatdi

30

Primary School (Village)

Ramparda

31

Primary School (Station)

Ramparda

32

Primary School

Gadhad

33

Primary School (Wadi Area)

Gadhad

34

Primary School

Tidana

35

Primary School (Ku.Pay Centre)

Umarda

36

Primary School (Girls)

Umarda

37

Primary School (Navapara)

Umarda

38

Primary School

Nava Sadla

39

Primary School

Jarvala

40

Primary School

Navrangpura

41

Primary School

Joravarpura

42

Primary School

Upariyala

43

Primary School

Mulada

44

Primary School (Pay Centre)

Jainabad

45

Primary School (Girls` School)

Jainabad

46

Primary School

Rasulabad

47

Primary School

Rustamgadh

48

Primary School

Kathada

49

Chachka

50

Primary School
Primary School

Ramdevgadh

51

Primary School

Minapur

52

Primary School

Bhensjal

53

Primary School

Vaniyavadar

Dasada

Muli
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B. List of Secondary School
Sr No
1

2
3

Name of School
SMT V D GARDI VIDYALAYA

Village

Block

Savlana

Lakhatar

JAY SHRI I KHODIYAR HIGH
SCHOOL
VithalGadh

Lakhatar

SADVICHAR
SCHOOL

Lakhatar

MADHYAMIK
Lilapur

4

SHREE SHAH M V T HIGHER
SECONDARY SCHOOL
Vana

Lakhatar

5

Secondary School

Nana Ankewaliya

Lakhatar

Jarvala

Dasada

Jainabad

Dasada

(Bhavanigadh)

Dasada

SARALA

Dasada

Secondary School
6
7

Secondary School
Government

8
9

High

School,

(RMSA)
C R GARDI VIDYAMANDIR

10

SMT
RUXAMANIBENM
DIPCHANDBHAI
GARDI
UMARDA
MADHYAMIK SHALA

Muli

11

Government Secondary School

Kuntalur

Muli

Sarla

Muli

Chachka

Chuda

Government
12
13

High

Secondary

School, (General Steam)
Government
(RMSA)

High

School,
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Annexure 2:
A. List of IEC
Sr
No

Material Type

Purpose

1

Brochure

Visibility

2

Posters (8)

Visibility
Motivational

3

Pledge

Motivational

4

Sticker

Reminder

5

Chart

Informational

6

Key Chain

Motivational

7

Booklet

Informational

Key Messages
General information about the
SANKALP Project operational
in
45
villages
of
Surendranagar
Motivating Parents Parents to
/ educate
their
daughters
beyond the primary and get
them
to
complete
the
secondary education
Getting the SMC and Parents
to pledge that they will make
efforts to educate their girls
beyond primary
The number to dial for IVRS
A visual process depicting
how to dial in and use the
IVRS
Girls must study further and
complete their secondary
education
Information about the various
government schemes that
support the education of girls
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Pictures clicked durng Field visits…….

Adolescent Girl’s Group Training

Adolescent Girl’s Meeting

Cycle Rally conducted as a part of awareness program

Capacity Building of Adolescent
Girls

Field Visit - Navjeevan Trust
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Group Discussion during Training

Dr. Leela Visari’s Visit.

Role Play

Adolescent Girls gathering

Role Play

School Visit
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